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Abstract: Consideration of sapphire shaped crystals as the material for manufacturing of medical
instruments expands the opportunities of various approaches for diagnostics, exposure and treatment.
Due to physical, mechanical and chemical properties of sapphire, as well as to its complex shape,
such instruments are capable to demonstrate better performance for medical applications comparing
to common tools. However, the manufacturing of high quality sapphire crystal with such geometry
is still a complex issue, that usually requires application of various crystal growth techniques assisted
with the automated weight control system. In this work, we consider one of such cases, that is
the growth of a sapphire crystal, which can be applied for cryosurgery as an applicator due to a
hollow-monolithic shape transition. Its hollow part can be filled with coolant in order to enable fast
freezing of biological tissue during application. For this aim, it is of high importance to exclude the
appearance of inclusions during the shape transition. To overcome this problem, we suggest using of
noncapillary shaping (NCS) technique of crystal growth and study the weight signal measured during
the manufacturing. We obtain the analytical description of the weight signal alteration that can be used
as the program equation to control the crystal shape. We experimentally demonstrate the advantage
of using such crystal for cryosurgery and obtaining faster ice-ball formation inside the model gelatin-
based medium in comparison with the usage of the monolithic sapphire applicator of the same
diameter. The demonstrated ability can be applied for future development of cryosurgical tools,
while the analytical description of the weight signal could find its application for NCS manufacturing
of sapphire crystals for other purposes.

Keywords: sapphire; crystal growth; non-capillary shaping; cryosurgery; automated weight control

1. Introduction

It is well known that sapphire combines the unique set of properties which makes
this material to be suitable for rather wide medical applications [1–3]. First of all, it
demonstrates biocompatibility and chemical inertness, that allows for the direct contact
of sapphire windows and probes with biological tissues and liquids [4,5]. Outstanding
mechanical properties, such as high hardness, enable the development of sapphire medical
instruments and bone implants [6,7]. Transparency in visible and near infrared ranges
provides an ability to light delivering to tissues, which has been recently used for the
development of concepts of optically-based sapphire multimodal instruments for tissue
ablation, resection, diagnosis and therapy [8,9]. Among such combinations with optical
modalities, one should pay attention on fluorescence spectroscopy, spatially resolved
diffuse reflection analysis, laser coagulation and photodynamic therapy. These methods
can be either combined in a single sapphire instrument, or implemented separately in
sapphire scalpels, needles, probes and applicators. For instance, sapphire tips and tapers
are applied for dental therapy to cut the tissue more efficiently than bare fibers [10,11]. In
general, sapphire fiber tips have strong advantages in laser surgical methods, since they
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form an ablation crater with a smooth edge, small carbonization layer and small thermal
necrotic zone [12]. Next, sapphire capillary needles allow for performing interstitial laser
therapy [9]. They host optical fibers inside thin channels and provide tissue exposure
to ablative radiation. It helps to preserve fibers from the direct contact with tissue that
often leads to fiber damaging during the treatment. In addition, such needles are reusable
in contrast to disposable bare fiber. Sapphire scalpels and blades are commonly used in
microsurgery [13], since they can feature ultra sharp cutting edge (∼100 nm) comparing to
common metal ones (>1 µm). It yields low physical adhesion to tissues and low friction
coefficient and results in decreasing of the penetration force and the destructive effects.
Besides the listed advantages, we should mention an ability of sapphire instruments to
withstand multiple cycles of sterilization and cleaning along with an ability to use them
during MRI.

The implementation of these concepts is provided by the application of crystal growth
techniques, which allow for manufacturing of sapphire shaped crystals [1,14–16]. It helps
to solve a severe problem of making crystals with complex cross-section, when mechanical
shaping is impeded by high hardness of the material [17]. For example, the edge-defined
film-fed growth (EFG) technique [18], which implies melt rise through the capillary chan-
nels of the die, can be applied to produce sapphire with long and thin internal channels with
diameters less than 500 µm [19]. EFG is commonly used for manufacturing of relatively
thin cylindrical crystals, ribbons and waveguides. Thus produced crystals are suitable for
placing optical fibers inside these channels to implement the delivering of optical radiation
to tissue.

Oppositely, monolithic, tubular and hollow crystals with relatively large cross-section
can be manufactured by the noncapillary shaping (NCS) technique [20]. This method uses
a wettable die. However, in comparison with EFG technique, in NCS method there is no
need of the melt lifting from the crucible to the top of the die by the capillary channels.
Nevertheless, a negative external static pressure exists in the melt column as in EFG
technique. The main feature of the NCS technique consists of the delivery of the melt
to the growth interface through a noncapillary channel via a wettable die. The word
“noncapillary” indicates here that the channel’s diameter is greater than the value of the
capillary constant. The main reason of choosing NCS technique for specific cases is that it
allows for pulling crystals with large cross-sections without bulk inhomogeneities, such
as microvoids or gaseous and solid inclusions, which are common for EFG-manufactured
large crystals [21] and for variable shaping technique (VST), which enables one to vary
a configuration of a crystal cross-section during the crystallization process [22]. It was
shown that the geometry of the die’s channels have the direct impact on the appearance
of gas inclusions, caused by the presence of the intersecting melt flows above the die and
thus appeared minimum-velocity regions in the melt meniscus [23]. In NCS technique, this
problem is solved either by the combination of capillary and noncapillary channels of the
die that helps to suppress the capillary flow or by using only the noncapillary feed [20].

Sapphire shaped crystals grown by the NCS technique can be applied for manufactur-
ing of applicators for cryosurgery. This method applies cold-induced tissue damage for
non-surgical removal of various lesions and neoplasms [24–26]. It has found its application
for the treatment of renal [27], skin [28,29] prostate [30,31], breast cancer [32,33]. The main
mechanisms of tissue damage are connected with formation of intracellular ice and the fol-
lowing tissue disruption and necrosis, osmotic injury, hypoxia, and cell apoptosis as well as
inflammatory response [34]. Cryosurgery implies special instruments, i.e., cryoapplicators
and probes for surface or percutaneous contact with tissue. They are based on Joule-
Thomson effect and flow of high-pressure gas [35], or can be cooled down by circulating
or stored coolant [36]. The fast cooling down of tissues below the cryonecrosis threshold
(lies between −20 ◦C and −40 ◦C) is the key-factor for the efficient cryosurgery [37]. There-
fore, high thermal conductivity of the material chosen for an applicator plays significant
role. Due to this, common applicators are made of metals [38–41]. At the same time,
sapphire features high thermal conductivity at cryogenic temperatures, that along with the
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mentioned properties makes it a favorable material for cryosurgery [42]. We have shown
recently that submerged monolithic sapphire applicator exceeds the performance of the
metal ones [42]. Particularly, it ensures higher rate of tissue freezing, higher ice-ball volume
and lower temperatures. Finally, such applicators can be additionally assisted with optical
monitoring [8], which allows to overcome one of the main problem of cryosurgery, that is
the uncontrollable tissue damage [36,43,44].

The applicator filled with the coolant, or even circulated coolant, liquid nitrogen
or another, can be applied for further improvement of the cryosurgery performance (see
Figure 1a). This would help to maintain low temperature of the contact part of the applicator
during the procedure, which leads to the formation of larger ice-ball volume and more
efficient necrosis of deep tissues. However, it implies the hollow sapphire crystal with the
cavity for coolant storage. In its turn, the crystal bottom should have high quality with
the absence of inclusions, as well as the symmetric surface from the cavity side. These
restrictions are aimed on the uniform and predictable temperature distribution on the
contact surface.

Figure 1. Hollow sapphire applicator for surface cryosurgery. (a) A schematic of the applicator and
(b,c) images of the applied as-grown hollow crystal obtained by the NCS technique.

NCS technique gives an opportunity to growth such crystals with variable shape,
particularly, consisted of the tubular and monolithic parts [20]. To control the crystal shape
and quality, the growth process is often accompanied by the use of the automated control
system based on the crystal weight sensor [45,46]. In its turn, it needs a program equation
of the weight signal, that is determined by the desired crystal shape, the form of the applied
crucible and die, as well as the behaviour and shape of the melt meniscus. The detailed
description of the weight signal for the process of growing monolithic cylindrical and
tubular sapphire crystals can be found in ref. [47]. However, the transition between tubular
and monolithic parts of the described crystal needs special attention. In this work, we focus
on the development of the program weight equation for this particular stage, analysing the
actually measured weight signal and the change of the meniscus shape. We demonstrate
thus manufactured hollow crystal and its advantage for cryosurgery. In particular, during
the experiment with gelatin-based sample medium, we compare the temperature inside the
sample and ice-ball volume with those obtained by the use of rod-like sapphire applicator
with the same dimensions. The results of this study can be used for the development of
improved types of cryoapplicators, based on the suggested shape of sapphire crystal. At
the same time, the obtained analytical equation of the weight signal would help to enhance
the control of the growth process of large crystals with variable shape.
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2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Manufacture of a Hollow Sapphire Crystal for Cryosurgery

In Figure 1, we demonstrate the principle of cryoapplicator for surface contact with
tissue. It has the tubular and monolithic parts, both obtained during a single crystal growth
cycle. The applicator is filled with liquid nitrogen; it results in cooling of the crystal and,
therefore, in the formation of the ice-ball inside the tissue. The images of the crystal are
shown in panels (b) and (c). The outer diameter is 12 mm, the length of the crystal is 10 cm,
and the inner diameter is 8 mm.

To manufacture this hollow sapphire crystal, the commercially available growth setup
NIKA (EZAN, Chernogolovka, Russia) was applied. It includes the growth chamber with a
high-purity Ar atmosphere as an ambient, under a pressure of 1.1–1.3 atm, a molybdenum
crucible with the 22 kHz induction-heated graphite susceptor, a die that has one or several
channels for delivering the melt to the top of the die, which determines the cross-section of
the grown crystal. The crushed Verneuil crystals (99.9999% Al2O3) were used as a charge
material, while sapphire C-plane plate was used as a seed. The pulling rate was set to
30–50 mm/h.

The NCS technique makes it possible to grow hollow sapphire crystals with a con-
trolled transition from the tubular part of the crystal to the monolithic one and vice versa.
In this case, the die has a lateral noncapillary hole, which is located above the level of the
melt in the crucible at the stage of the tubular crystal growth (Figure 2a). To change the
cross-section from a tubular to a monolithic one, the crucible with the melt is raised to a
position where the lateral hole of the die is completely immersed in the melt (Figure 2b).
The closed volume below the seed begins to increase and the pressure decreases according
to the Boyle–Mariotte law. The resulting difference in pressures forces the melt to rise
inside the noncapillary section of the die. On further pulling, the melt arriving through the
noncapillary section of the die joins the melt meniscus coming through the ring capillary
channel, which results in the growth of a crystal with the shape of a solid rod. Figures 2c,d
show the cross and longitudinal sections of a monolithic part of a high-quality sapphire
crystal grown by the NCS method. Figure 2e shows hollow crystals grown by the VST
technique (on the bottom) and by the NCS (on the top) method. The main advantage of the
NCS method in comparison with VST is the absence of the gaseous and solid inclusions in
the volume of monolithic part of the crystal. The photo of VST-grown crystal demonstrates
the horizontal column of inclusions in the monolithic part.

The automated weight control system is applied during the growth process. It is based
on the commercial calibrated weight crystal sensor (EZAN, Chernogolovka, Russia), which
includes strain gauge that measures the weight within the range 0–5 kg with sensitivity
20 mg. The connection of strain gauge with computer is provided by the analogue-to-
digital converter. Linearity of the weight measuring change was tested within the ranges of
0–100 g, 0–1 kg, 0–5 kg. The linearity was satisfactory in all ranges.

The measured weight signal Md (further referred as mass equivalent) is compared
with the program (calculated) one; thus, the weight deviation is obtained. According to the
lineal combination of the weight deviation and its first and second derivatives, the thermal
zone heating power is changed. The heating power of the thermal zone directly affects
the shape and the quality of the growing crystal. The linear combination of the weight
deviation and its derivatives represents by itself the proportional-integral-differential (PID)
procedure relatively to the dimension of the crystal cross-section, that is usually assumed
as the radius Req of the equivalent cylindrical rod crystal, since the first derivative (the
proportional component of the PID law) is proportional to the deviation of the cross-section
area, i.e., to the deviation of R2

eq. Thus, to maintain the growth process, it is significant
to analyze the deviation of the detected signal Md and the rate of change Ṁd from the
program equivalent mass and mass rate. While the program equivalent mass and mass rate
for stationary growth of tubular and monolithic crystals are known [48], the transition stage
in the case of NCS technique, including the melt rise through the noncapillary channel
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and tube closing, is of high interest. The detailed description of the weight signal is
presented below.

Figure 2. The principle of NCS technique. (a,b) The schematic of growing tubular and monolithic
parts of a crystal, respectively. (c,d) The cross and longitudinal sections of a monolithic part of a
high-quality sapphire crystal grown by the NCS method. The label was printed on the paper lying
under the crystal. (e) The hollow crystals grown by the VST (on the bottom) and NCS (on the top)
techniques with diameters 16 and 18 mm, respectively.

2.2. Mathematical Description of the Weight Signal

The schematic of the transition from tubular to monolithic crystal shape is shown in
Figure 3. The stationary growth of a tubular part is characterized by the signal increasing.
Then the crucible lifting leads to the decrease of the weight signal, that is mainly associated
with the decrease in the modulus of the external static pressure in the meniscus caused by
the reduce of the distance hp,d between the upper surface of the die and the melt level in
the crucible. Then the melt lifting through the noncapillary channel results in the rapid
increasing of the weight. Next, after the additional displacement of the crucible, which
diminishes the signal, the formation of a monolithic part begins. In this work, we focus on
the behaviour of the weight signal during the melt lifting and the closing of a tube since it
determines the shape of the tube–rod interface.
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Figure 3. The schematic of the transition from hollow to monolithic crystal shape performed by
the NCS technique. (a) Growth of the tubular part of the crystal during the melt rise through the
noncapillary channel. (b) Transition to the monolithic part with closing of the tube. (c) The melt
meniscus above the capillary channel.
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2.2.1. The Stage of a Melt Lifting

For a quite long crystal tube, the temperature is changed along its length during the
growth. However, for a fixed point (r, z) inside the tube and the melt volume that lifts
through the noncapillary channel (Figure 3a), the temperature is almost independent of
time. Thus, one can assume that the gas inside and near the tube is in isothermal conditions
and the Boyle-Mariotte law is satisfied.

If P0 is the initial pressure in the growth chamber before the process of a tube clos-
ing begins, Vi,0 is the initial volume of the gas inside the tube cavity, Pi and Vi are the
corresponding parameters during the closing, the Boyle-Mariotte law defines

P0Vi,0 = PiVi. (1)

The alteration of the gas volume Vi is associated with the increment of the tube length,
which increases Vi, and at the same time with the inflow volume Vm of the melt inside the
noncapillary channel above the melt level in the crucible, that decreases Vi,

Vi = Vi,0 + πR2
2

∫ t

t0

νcdτ − Vm, (2)

Vm = π
∫ hp

0
R2

d(z)dz (3)

where
∫ t

t0
νcdτ = ∆lc(t) is the length increment of the tube with an outer radius R1 and an

inner radius R2; νc is the crystal pulling rate, Rd(z) and hp stand for the current radius and
height of the the melt level inside the noncapillary part of the die, respectively. We assume
that the level of the melt flow in the noncapillary channel is flat. Thus, using Equation (1),
we can find the current pressure Pi inside the cavity above the lifting melt level

Pi = P0Vi,0/
[

Vi,0 + πR2
2∆lc(t)− π

∫ hp

0
R2

d(z)dz
]

. (4)

The difference between the pressure in the growth chamber outside the crystal P0 and
inside the tube Pi is connected with the current height hp

P0 − Pi = ρLghp, (5)

where ρL is the melt density (‘L’ stands for liquid), g is the gravitational acceleration. Then,
it is simple to deduce

hp =
P0

ρLg

[
1 − Vi,0/

[
Vi,0 + πR2

2∆lc(t)− π
∫ hp

0
R2

d(z)dz
]]

, (6)

that is an integral equation for hp. It describes how the melt level in the noncapillary
channel is connected with the shape of this channel and the pulling rate νc.

Then, we consider the effective mass equivalent Md, detected by the automated weight
control system

Md = Mc + Mm + Mp, (7)

where Mc is the mass of the crystalline tube, Mm is the mass of the meniscus subjected to
the negative external static pressure, Mp is the mass equivalent due to the pressure of the
melt with hp-height inside the noncapillary channel.

The current value of Mc can be determined as

Mc = ρS

∫ t

0
(R2

1 − R2
2)νcdt (8)

where ρS is the density of the crystal (‘S’ stands for solid).
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Mm depends on the current form of the meniscus (see Figure 3a,c)

Mm =
πρL(R2

1 − R2
2)(hm,e + hm,i)

2
− πρLa2R1 sin θc,e

+ πρLa2R2 sin θc,i + πρLa2Rd,e sin θd,e

− πρLa2Rd(hp,d) sin θd,i − πρL

[
R2

d,e − R2
d(hp,d)

]
Hd,

Hd < 0, Hd = hp − hp,d,

(9)

a is the capillary constant; hm,e, hm,i, θc,e, θc,i and Rd,e are indicated in Figure 3. When
the stationary growth of a tube is considered, angles θc,e and θc,i are equal to a constant
value ε, that depends on the melt material. Finally, the third term in Equation (7) can be
estimated as

Mp = hpρLπR2
d(hp), (10)

which with Equation (6) gives

Mp =
πR2

d(hp)P0

g

[
1 − Vi,0/

[
Vi,0 + πR2

2∆lc(t)− π
∫ hp

0
R2

d(z)dz
]]

. (11)

Thus, Equations (7)–(11) determine the weight signal during the melt lifting in the
noncapillary channel before the tube starts to close.

2.2.2. The Stage of a Monolithic Part Formation

After the melt lifting and reaching the tube’s walls inside the cavity, the formation of
the monolithic part of the crystal begins. It is accompanied with the partial crystallization
of the melt near the walls (see Figure 3b). At the same time, liquid Al2O3 still exists in the
central part of the tube. The overall process of a crystal shape transition is convenient to
carry out using the rate of mass change Ṁd as the parameter connected with the deviation
of the crystal cross-section area.

At this stage, the detected mass calculated from the weight signal is the sum of the
mass Mc, that accounts the crystalline tube together with the crystallizing part near the
walls, the equivalent mass Mm of the meniscus, and the equivalent mass Mp associated
with the difference between the external and internal pressures of the tube. Thus, the rate
of mass change Ṁd, can be determined as

Ṁd = Ṁc + Ṁm + Ṁp. (12)

The equivalent mass Mp and its rate of change depend on the distance hp,d between
the working edges of the die and the level of the melt in the crucible

Mp = πρLhp,d f 2(l), (13)

Ṁp = πρLḣp,d f 2(l) + 2πρLhp,d f (l)
∂ f (l)

∂z
νc (14)

where f (l) is a function that describes the growing longitudinal section of the crystallizing
part inside the tube, l is the length of the crystallizing part. To find ḣp,d, we use the
concervation of mass

πρS

[
R2

1 − f 2(l)
]
νc = ρL(πR2

T − Sd)(ḣp,d + νT), (15)

Sd is the area of the lower part of the die located in the melt, νT is the speed of the crucible
displacement, RT is the internal radius of the crucible. From Equation (15) we find

ḣp,d =
πρS

[
R2

1 − f 2(l)
]

ρL(πR2
T − Sd)

νc − νT. (16)
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Since the mass of the tubular part is constant at this stage, the rate Ṁc accounts only
the change of mass of the crystallizing part. Thus, it is written as follows:

Ṁc = πρS

[
R2

1 − f 2(l)
]
νc. (17)

The main contribution to the rate of change in the meniscus equivalent mass is due to
the change in the external static pressure associated with the change in the melt level in the
crucible. Therefore, the approximate expression for Ṁm

Ṁm ≈ πρL

[
R2

d,e − f 2(l)
]

ḣp,d − 2πρLhp,d f (l)
∂ f (l)

∂z
νc. (18)

Finally, from Equations (12)–(18), we get

Ṁd ≈ πρS

[
R2

1 − f 2(l)
]
νc + πρLR2

d,eḣp,d, (19)

where ḣp,d is estimated from Equation (16).
Thus, using Equation (19), one can implement the weight control of the crystal

shape transition and maintain the desired geometry of the bottom that forms inside the
crystal cavity.

To validate the obtained equations, we perform the following test. Using the thermal
zone parameters and crystal growth regime, the program weight signal was calculated
from Equations (7)–(11). Next, the weight signal during the melt lifting (see Figure 4)
was measured without applying the automated control system (ACS) and describes the
quasi-linear character of the weight alteration. The calculated weight signal matched
exactly the measured one. Thus, the Equations (7)–(11) were approved and applied in
ACS as the program equations. To verify the Equation (19), we assumed that during the
formation of the monolithic part, the inner surface of the longitudinal crystal cross-section
was described by the weakly parabolic curve. The real shape of the grown crystal surface
was then compared with the assumed one. They were in good agreement; the error was
less than 5%.
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Figure 4. A mass equivalent calculated from a typical weight signal during the growth of a hollow
tubular-monolithic crystal.

2.3. Study the Advances of Hollow Sapphire Applicator for Cryosurgery

To analyze the perspective of hollow sapphire crystal for cryosurgery, we compare
its ability to form an ice-ball with sapphire cylindrical monolithic rod of the same length
and outer diameter, also grown by the NCS technique. The experiment is schematically
demonstrated in Figure 5. The test medium was made of gelatin aqueous solution with
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mass concentration 10% and had the dimensions 105 × 105 × 105 cm3. The Table 1 shows
the thermal properties of a 10% gelatin aqueous solution and some soft biological tissues
at a temperature of 37 ◦C. It is obvious that gelatin phantom has specific heat capacity
Cp, thermal conductivity λ and thermal diffusivity α close to biological tissues. Also, the
density ρ of the phantom is very close to real biological tissues. Thus, the gelatin solution
quite accurately reproduces the thermal properties of biological tissues and can be used as
a phantom for cryosurgery. The phantom was preheated up to 37 ◦C. The applicator was
fixed in the isolated container, which then was filled with liquid nitrogen. Thus, before the
contact with the sample, the applicator was cooled down to a constant temperature.

gelatin phantom

sapphire
cryoapplicator

liquid nitrogen

container

d1

d2

hollow-monolithic
sapphire

monolithic
sapphire

(a)

(b)

( )с

resistance
thermometer

Figure 5. Formation of an ice-ball by sapphire cryoapplicators. (a) Schematic of the experiment,
where applicators, depicted in (c), with monolithic and hollow geometry are applied; (b) an example
of an ice-ball formed in the gelatin medium.

Table 1. Comparison of thermal properties of gelatin solution and soft tissues.

Tissue Cp, J/(g · K) λ, W/(m · K) α, m2/s, 107 ρ, g/cm3 References

Gelatin
aqueous

solution 10%
3.80 0.511 1.34 0.998 [49,50]

Liver 3.54 0.566 1.50 1.050 [51–55]
Brain 3.62 0.528 1.32 1.050 [51–55]

Kidney 3.76 0.545 1.32 1.050 [51–55]
Heart 3.69 0.587 1.48 1.060 [51–55]

To study the ice-ball growth, the sample temperature was measured by two resistance
thermometers (class B, OWEN, Moscow, Russia), which were fixed in the sample at d1 = 2
and d2 = 11 mm distance from the surface (see Figure 5a). The analysis of temperature
helped to estimate the sample freezing rate.

3. Results

In Figure 6a we show the results of temperature measurement. It is clear that near the
sapphire—sample interface, the temperature difference is small. But deeper in the sample,
it becomes significant. It justifies the faster freezing of the tissue performed by the hollow
sapphire applicator. From Figure 7, one can compare the performance of applicators
made of different materials. Here ∆T = Ti − Tms is the difference between the sample
temperatures at the depth 2 mm, measured for a specific applicator Ti and the monolithic
sapphire Tms. The data that represent the temperature difference between brass, copper
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and monolithic sapphire applicators were obtained for the jel-based tissue phantom (see
ref. [42]), which has the thermal properties similar to living tissues [56]. In that study, the
applicators were of the same size and were cooled down at the same conditions. The data
for hollow and monolithic sapphire applicators were obtained from Figure 6a. It is clear
that metal cryoapplicators demonstrate less effective tissue freezing than sapphire, both
monolithic and hollow.
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Figure 6. Analysis of an ice-ball formation in gelatin medium using hollow and monolithic sapphire
applicators: (a) temperature measurements of the sample during freezing at the depths 2 and 11 mm;
(b) estimated volume of an ice-ball grown in the sample. Error bars denote min-max range among
three independent measurements.
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Figure 7. Comparison of the sample temperature at the depth 2 mm during freezing performed
by different applicators. ∆T = Ti − Tms, where Tms is the sample temperature in case of using
monolithic sapphire applicator, Ti—in case of using monolithic copper, monolithic brass or hollow
sapphire applicators. Measurement conditions are the same for each pair of applicators, for which a
certain ∆T value was obtained. Data for metal applicators are from Ref. [42] and were obtained for a
jel-based phantom.

In addition, the ice-ball dimensions were analyzed using digital camera (Figure 6b)
assuming the symmetry of the ice-ball. We should note that we exclude the alteration of the
ice-ball shape due to the presence of the resistance thermometers. Since the sample cuvette
has transparent walls, the actual dimensions are analyzed through the cuvette using scale
bar. The results demonstrate the advantage of the hollow applicator to freeze larger volume.
The difference is more obvious at the end of the process.
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In cryosurgery, several cycles of freezing-thawing are commonly applied for obtaining
of large volumes of cryonecrosis [57–60]. It is remarkable that replacement of monolithic
applicator to a hollow one can lead to the same results. It could help to reduce the duration
of the treatment.

4. Discussion

In this work, we demonstrate the concept of applying hollow sapphire cryoapplicator
for more effective freezing of tissue, assuming cutaneous and superficial contact together
with relatively large size of tissue lesions. The results show the increased rate of sample
freezing and consequently the increased ice-ball volume. This would lead to more stable
formation of cryonecrosis and complete removal of tissue lesion. It is important to stress that
the possible incomplete tumor damage can lead to the occurrence of recurrent cancer [61].
The form of such applicator allows filling it with liquid coolant; therefore, the temperature
near the contact part during the cryosurgery is lower comparing to monolithic applicators
immersed in the coolant. Moreover, it opens the perspectives for implementation of coolant
circulation, which would help to further reduce the temperature. The above mentioned
results are prospective to possibly reduce the application duration and the number of
freezing-thawing cycles for obtaining the same cryosurgical effect. In contrast to metal
ones, the sapphire applicator can be included in the MRI-equipped operating room, which
is extremely important for monitoring of ice-ball formation.

Despite the manufacturing of sapphire applicators is more expensive than metal ones
and requires special equipment, they are reusable, withstand multiple sterilization and
MRI-compatible. Nevertheless, they can be easily connected with the existing cryosurgical
systems for superficial and percutaneous applications. However, it is obvious that the
proposed concept can be hardly translated for the interstitial cryosurgery due to the size
limit of NCS-manufactured crystals.

In the experimental part of this work, we used a simple gelatin sample, which gave
us an opportunity to visualize the formation of an ice ball and perform temperature
measurements. This phantom is reproducible and its properties are well-known. Since
the present work is aimed at studying the feasibility of hollow sapphire applicator to be
applied for cryosurgery and considers particular problems of crystal growth, we have
left experiments with other media for further research work. In this regard, to more
thoroughly study the difference between hollow and monolithic sapphire applicators, as
well as compare their performance with that of metal applicators, more complex tissue-
mimicking phantoms should be used along with the experiments with ex vivo and in vivo
tissue specimens. It is important to assume the phantom that imitates the presence of
vessels or tumors and to study the impact of blood circulations or moisture content. On
the other hand, the impact of the crystal shape, in particular—the shape of the interface
between tubular and monolithic parts, on the freezing rate and ice ball volume should
be also investigated. In addition, comprehensive numerical simulation of heat transfer
in various tissues during cryosurgery performed by sapphire applicator should be also
considered in future studies.

The demonstrated sapphire applicator has cylindrical monolithic part. However, this
part that serves as a contact tip can be subjected to additional mechanical processing. Thus,
various shapes of the contact part can be obtained, which significantly expands the range of
cryosurgical cases that can be solved. For instance, conical or rounded tip with rather small
contact area can be obtained. In addition, as it is clear from Equation (19), the weight control
can be applied for adjustment of the hollow-monolithic interface f (l). Though the impact
of different shapes of the monolithic part and interface on tissue freezing still needs to be
studied separately, the possible variety of these shapes could help to increase the abilities of
sapphire applicators. It should be highlighted that the applied NCS technique accompanied
with the weight control leads to absence of gas inclusions that can be appeared due to
the growth process. It enables the light delivering through the monolithic part and, thus,
optical monitoring of the freezing process or additional tissue exposure to laser radiation.
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Finally we should note that the proposed analytical description of the weight signal
behaviour during the growth of hollow-monolithic crystal could be applied for manu-
facturing of crystals with rather wide variety of shapes. While sapphire rod with one
hollow-monolithic transition of its shape can be applied as cryoapplicator, the crystal with
two or more transitions can be manufactured.

5. Conclusions

In this work, the advantage of NCS technique for growing of the hollow-monolithic
crystal is demonstrated for cryosurgical application. The weight control system assists the
manufacture of such crystal that can be used as a cryoapplicator. It is aimed at formation of
hollow-monolithic transition inside the crystal with absence of inclusions. We obtained the
analytical description of the weight signal during the closing of tubular part of the crystal,
which can be used as the program equation for controlling of the crystal shape.

The hollow crystal with thin monolithic part manufactured in the described way
served as a cryoapplicator and filled with liquid coolant enables faster freezing of the
sample and larger ice-ball volume formation in comparison with the monolithic sapphire
rod of the same dimensions.

The concept of thus produced applicator is prospective for further development of
cryosurgical methods, while the developed analytical description of the weight signal can
be used for rather wide applications of NCS crystal growth technique.
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